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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper offers two existence theorems on the solution of the nonlinear 
eigenvalue problem TX = Ux. This eigenvalue problem is solved in the first 
place for finite dimensional normed linear spaces using Brouwer’s fixed 
point theorem. Petryshyn [9] defined a class of operators called P-compact 
operators and proved an existence theorem for such operators and deduced 
the fixed point theorems due to Altman [ 11, Kaniel [6], and Rothe [IO]. 
By extending Petryshyn’s [9] concept of P-compact operators for pairs of 
operators on separable infinite dimensional Banach spaces we generalize 
his existence theorem for such operators by solving the nonlinear eigen- 
value problem TX = ,?.Sx based on our results for finite dimensional spaces. 
An example is provided to illustrate our theorem. Another existence 
theorem for the above nonlinear eigenvalue problem, an application of 
Browder’s [3] existence theorem, is also included. Finally a random analog 
generalizing a recent existence theorem due to Mohan Joshi [S] has been 
obtained. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper B, denotes the closed unit ball in a Banach space 
X with center 0 and radius r and S, = aB, denotes its boundary. We denote 
the pairing between f in X*, the conjugate space of X, and x in X by (f, x) 
and the weak convergence of a sequence by the symbol -. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space. X is 
said to have an approximation scheme {X,, P,} if there exists a sequence 
{Xn} of finite dimensional subspaces of X and a sequence of projection 
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operators P, of X into X, such that P,X = X,,, X, G X, + 1, n = 1,2, 3, . . . . 
(J,“=, X,,=Xand f or some constant K > 0, I/ P,ll < K, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
DEFINITION 2.2. A bounded nonlinear operator T on X will be called 
P-compact with respect to an approximation scheme {X,, P,} if P, T is 
continuous on X, for all large n and if for any constant p >O and any 
bounded sequence {xn} with x,EX, the strong convergence of the 
sequence {gn} = {P,(T-pZ)x,) implies the existence of a strongly 
convergent subsequence { x,~,} converging to x E X such that P, TX, + TX 
as i-b Go. 
THEOREM 2.1 [9]. Suppose that T is P-compact and that for some r > 0 
and any u > 0 the operator T satisfies the condition: (z z) tffor some x E S, 
the equation TX = ax holds then c( < u. Then there exists at least one element 
u E B, - S, such that Tu = pu. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A map T of X into X* is said to satisfy condition (S), 
if for each sequence {un} in X with u, - u in X, Tu, - z in X* and 
(Tu,,u,)+(z,~)wehaveu,+uinX. 
THEOREM 2.2 [3]. Let X he a separable reflexive Banach space, T and S 
two continuous bounded mappings of X into X* with T satisfying condition 
(S), and S a compact map. Let {Xn} b e an increasing sequence of finite 
dimensional subspaces of X whose union is dense in X, B a closed bounded 
subset of X. Suppose that for each n there exists an element u, of B n X,, 
with the property that j,* Tu, = A, j,*Su,, where j, is the injection mapping of 
X,, into X and j,* is the dual projection of X* onto X,*. Suppose that lil,, is 
untformly bounded. Then there exists u E B such that Tu = ASu. 
Throughout Section 4 (Q, /I, II) denotes a probability measure space. For 
D G X, a Banach space 2D denotes the collection of all subsets of D while 
WK(D) stands for the family of all weakly compact subsets of D. A map 
T 52 -+ 2x is said to be ( W-) measurable if for any (weakly) closed subset C 
of X, T-‘(C)= { LEO: T(w)nC#@} is in fi. A ( W-) measurable 
mapping g: 52 + X is said to be a measurable selector of a ( W-) measurable 
mapping T if for any o, g(w) E T(o). Any X-valued measurable function is 
called a random variable. T: QXD + X is called a random operator if for 
any JI: E D, T( . ) x( . ) = y( . ), where y is a given random variable, is called a 
random operator equation. An X-valued random variable x which satisfies 
P({w: T(o) x(w)=Y(~)))= 1 is said to be a random solution of the above 
equation. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Bharucha-Reid [2]). Let E be a compact convex subset 
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of u separable Banuch space X und T(W) II continuous rundom operator 
mapping E into itself Then there exists a random solution of the fixed point 
equation T(w) x(w) = x(o). 
THEOREM 2.4 (Himmelberg [4]). Let X be a separable metric space and 
F Sz + 2x a function with complete values. Then F is weakly measurable if 
there exists a countable family U of measurable selectors for F such that 
F(o) = U(o) for all co E Sz. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [7]). Let X be a 
separable metric space and T: 52 -+ 2x a closed valued measurable function. 
Then there exists at least one random selector for T. 
3. EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS FOR A PAIR OF OPERATORS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a finite dimensional Banuch space, T, S: B, -+ X 
continuous maps, and ,a any constant. Then there exists at least one u E B,, 
such that Tu = pSu provided T and S satisfy either 
(IZ g ) tf for some x E S, the equation TX = ax + pSx holds then a < 0 or 
(z$ ) if for some x E S, the equation TX = ax + $3~ holds then a > 0. 
Proof Assume that the pair (T, S) satisfies the condition (rc 2 ). Define 
C= T- ,uS+ Z, where Z is the identity map on X. Let the retraction R of X 
into B, be given by 
if llxll <r 
if l]xll > r. 
Now C, = RC is a continuous map of B, into itself and so by Brouwers’s 
fixed point theorem there exists UE B, such that C,u = u. Suppose 
u E B, - S, and I] Cull > r. Then u = C, u = RCu = rCu/ ]I Cull, a contradiction 
to the assumption that /lull < r. If u E S, and 11 Cull > r, then u = rCu/ /(Cull 
implies that u = Cu, where ;1= IlCull /r > 1. This gives Tu = pSu + (A - 1) u, 
u~S,,and(~-l)>O,acontradictionto(n~).Henceu~B,,C~u=uleads 
to ]I Cull < r. This implies that u = Cu. In other words Tu = pSu. 
When T and S satisfy (a $) we consider T, - 2~s - T and note that the 
pair (T, S) satisfies (rr $ ) if and only if the pair (T, , S) satisfies (n 5 ). Hence 
by the above arguments there exists u E B, such that T,u = ,uSu which 
implies that Tu = pSu. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A pair of bounded nonlinear operators (T, S) is said to 
be P-compact with respect to an approximation scheme {X,,, P,} if P, T 
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and P,S are continuous on X, for large n and if for any pair of constants 
p > 0 and fl3 0 and any bounded sequence {x,} the strong convergence of 
{ g,} i= (P,( T - pS - /?I) x, > implies the existence of a strongly convergent 
subsequence {x,,} of {x,} converging to x E X such that P, TX, + TX and 
P,Sx,,+Sx as i+ co. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let the pair (T, S) be P-compact and satisfy for some r > 0 
and any p > 0 the condition (7~ G) if for some x E S, TX = c(x + pSx, then 
CI < 0. Then there exists an integer n, >0 such that n an, and 
P,( T .- pS - /II) x = 0 for some x E X, n S, implies /? < 0. 
Proof: Suppose the assertion of the lemma is false. Then we can find a 
sequence {x,} in X, n S, such that 
P,(T-pS-Z)x,-flJ,=O and fl,>O. (*I 
Now PI1 Ml -P /lf’,~-~lI G IIPW-G + LLx,II = IIf’, WI G KI and so 
P, llxnll G K, + P llP,~~,I/ G K, + K, as 11 P,ll < K and S and T are 
bounded. Thus 
K,+Kz OdB,<- Y 
and so there exists a subsequence {pn,} of {/In} converging to /I b 0. In 
view of (*), P,,(T-pS--PZ)x,=(j,,--/?)x,,-+O as i+co. As the pair 
(T, S) is P-compact there exists a subsequence {x,} of {x,} + x E S, such 
that 
P, TX, -+ TX and P,Sx, + sx. (**I 
Now P,(T-pS-/?Z)x,,-+O as j+cc and in view of (**) 
P,,( T- pS) x,, + TX - ,uSx as J ‘+ 00. In other words, there exists x E S, 
such that TX = @x + fix, /I 3 0, a contradiction to (rc ; ). Hence the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the pair (T, S) satisfies the conditions in Lemma 
2.1. Then there exists u E B, - S, such that Tu = pSu. 
Proof. As the pair (T, S) is P-compact there exists an integer n, such 
that P, T, P, S are continuous on X,, whenever n > n,. The pair (P, T, P, S) 
satisfies the condition (rr ; ) by the Lemma 2.1. Hence by Theorem 2.1 there 
exists at least one U, E B, n X, such that P, Tu, = pP,Su,, p > 0, llunll < r. 
In view of the P-compactness of the pair (T, S) there exists a subsequence 
{u,} of {u,} converging to u E B, such that P, Tu,, -+ Tu and P,Su, + SM. 
As P, Tu, = pP,,Su, we have Tu = Z&U. Clearly u E B, - S,. For if u E S, 
then Tu = Z&U yields a contradiction to (n z). 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let the pair (T, S) he P-compact and satisfy, for some 
r > 0 the condition (n z ) ffor some x E S, Tx = ax + Sx, then a < 0. Then 
there exists u E B, - S, such that Tu = Su. 
Remark. Theorem 3.2 generalizes Theorem 2.1 of Petryshyn. 
The following example illustrates Theorem 3.2. 
EXAMPLE. Let X= I,. Define T, S: B, + X as 
Tx=(-2x,+1,-($+$)x, ,..., -(;+&)x, ,...) 
and 
sx = (ix?, 0, 0, . ..). 
let I= 1. Now x E S,, TX = ax + Sx implies that 
-2x,+1=ax,+;x: (1) 
and 
k32 
From (2) it follows that xk #O for some k = k, or xk =0 for all k 2 2. 
When xkO # 0 we have a = -(i + 1/2k,) < 0. Of the two values we get for x, 
on substituting this value of a in (1) the only admissible value is 
p={-(3k,-1)+[(3k,-1)2+8k~]1~2)t2k, as XES, and hence 
xk,=1-I.Whenxk=Oforallkb2,x,=+1asx~S,andforx,=l(-1) 
we have a = -$( -$) < 0. Thus T and S satisfy the condition (rr ;). 
Let (x”) be a bounded sequence in I, with x” E sp(e,, . . . . e,), ei(j) = 6, 
such that P,(T-pS-PZ)x”-+(x:,x:, . ..). wherep>O and B>O are con- 
stants. So given E > 0 there exists a natural number n, such that whenever 
nbn,, 
I( -2x;+ 1 -$(x;)‘-jx;)-x: / +:* I(~+~)x~+~x~+x~l<&~3) 
As (xl) is a bounded sequence it has a subsequence (x;‘) + a:. From (3) 
we have for k 2 2 lim, x; = -[x,*(4 + 1/2k + &‘I = a: (say) and t Cp= 2 
Ix;-a,*1 <E when n>n,. Thus when n’&n,, /~;‘-a:/ +Ckm_* I 
IX;‘- a:/ < 3s. In other words, {x”} has a subsequence {x”‘} + a = 
(a:, a:, . . . ). Further, P,,. TX”’ -+ Ta and P,,Sx”’ + Sa. We- note that the 
solution of the equation TX = Sx is the point (-2 + ,/& 0, O,...) E B, - S,. 
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The following existence theorem is an application of Browder’s Theorem 
2.2. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space, T and S two 
continuous maps of X into X* with T satisfying condition (S),, and S a com- 
pact map. Let the pair (J, j,*T, J,, j,*S) be P-compact with respect to an 
approximation scheme {X,, P, } and satisfy for some r > 0 and any p,, > 0 
with 11, uniformly bounded the condition (7~ ; ) iffor some x E S,, J,, j,*Tx = 
GIX + jr, J,, j,*Sx, then c( < 0, where J,: X,* + X,, is the canonical map. Then 
there exists u E B, such that Tu = Qu. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 3.2 for each n there exists u, E B,-- S, such that 
J,.j,*Tu, = p,J,, j,*Su,. This implies that j,*Tu, =pL, j,*Su, as J, is both 
linear and invertible. Hence by Theorem 2.2 there exists u E B, such that 
Tu = &?u. 
4. RANDOM ANALOGS. 
In this section we obtain random analogs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 
generalizing recent existence theorems of Mohan Joshi [8]. The following 
theorem is the random analog of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T, S: BXB, + X be continuous random operators and 
p(w) any random constant. Then there exists a random solution x(w) in B, of 
the equation T(o) x(o) = p(w) S(o) x(w) provided T(w) and S(w) satisfy 
either 
(~2) iffor some XES, the equation T(w) x= ax+p(w) Sx(o) holds 
then u < 0 or 
(71:) iffor some x E S, the equation T(w) x = CLX + p(o) x holds then 
a 2 0. 
ProoJ: Assume that T(o) and S(o) satisfy (x 2). Consider the random 
operator C(w) x = (T(o) - @(o) + I) x for each x E B, and let the retrac- 
tion of R onto B, be given by 
if lb4 6 r 
if llxll 3 r. 
Then C,(w) x = RC(o) x is a continuous random operator. As X is finite 
dimensional B, is compact. So by Theorem 2.3 C,(w) x(o) =x(w) has a 
random solution x(w) in B,. Now proceeding as in Theorem 3.1, x(o) is 
also a fixed point of C(o). If T(w) and S(o) satisfy (n$) then one has to 
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consider T,(o) x = 2~(0) S(w) x - T( w x and note that T,(w) and S(o) ) 
satisfy (rr t ) if and only if T(w) and S(o) satisfy (rr z ). 
The following existence theorem is the random analog of Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X be a separable reflexive Banach space and T, 
S: QXX--+ X P-compact random operators. Suppose there exist r > 0 and 
p(o) > 0 such that the pair satisfies (n G), iffor some x E S,, T(w) x = CCC + 
p(w) S(o) x holds then a < 0. Then there exists a random solution x(o) in 
B,- S, of the equation T(o) x(o) = p(w) S(o) x((o). 
Proof By Lemma 3.1. There exists n,(w) such that n an,(w) and 
P,(T(w) - p(o) s(w) - /3Z) x = 0 for x E S, n X,, implies /? < 0. Now the pair 
P, T(o), P,S(o) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 4.1. So there exists 
a random variable x,(o) E B, n X, such that 
P, T(o) x,(m)- ~f’,S(w) x,(w) = 0, llx,(~)ll <r, 
for all w and all n b no(o). A new sequence u,(w) is defined by 
u,(w) = 1 0 n<ndw) -%I(~), n 2 n,(w ). 
Then u,(w) is measurable and IIu,(w)ll d r for all OEQ and n= 1, 2, 3, . 
We use the technique employed by Itoh [S] to extract a measurable 
convergent subsequence out of U,(O). For each n define G,: 52 + WK(B,) 
by G,(o) = w -cl{u,(o): i3 n} for each o EQ. By Theorem 2.4 the 
mappings G, are weakly measurable and so is the mapping G: Q + WK(B,) 
defined by G(w) = f-J;= i G,(o). Hence by Theorem 2.5 there is a weakly 
measurable selector x(o): Q + B, of G. As the space is separable, x(o) is 
also measurable. Since x(o) E G(o), there exists a subsequence U,,,(O) of 
U,(O) such that u,(w) - x(o). Further, U,(O) = x,(o) for large m and 
P, T(w) x,(o) - p(o) S(o) x,(w) = 0. As the pair (T(w), S(w)) is 
P-compact there exists a subsequence x,(w) such that x,,,(o) -+ x*(w), 
L, T(w) %&4 -+ T(w) x*(o), and P,S(o) x,,(o) + S(o) x*(w). Thus 
T(w) x*(o) = p(w) S(w) x*(o). Further x,(w) -x(w) and so x(w) = 
x*(w). Hence 7’(o) x(o) = ,u(o) S(o) x(o). 
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